Southwest Property Easements
SW1: Bobby Cole was the grantee of Edna Whyte’s first runway access and use easement on
November 9, 1977. On the same day that Cole recorded the deed to the 6.784 acres adjacent to
the southwest side of the runway, Edna granted him an easement for runway access and use in
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exchange for paying off her debt to Ted Fischer and granting him the southernmost 3.784 acres
of the tract. Cole later conveyed his acreage to Cole Aviation. Ted Fischer built a large hangar
and opened an aircraft dealership. Cole followed and operated an aircraft repair facility for many
years. In 1984, Cole platted his 3.0 acres as Southwest Development Phase 1 and inexplicably
allowed Glen Hyde to insert his license agreement in the deed restrictions. But an easement
trumps a license every time. Glen Hyde mysteriously granted Cole a similar easement in 1987 at
2148/874. It’s interesting to note that Cole did not impose Hyde’s license on his own hangar.
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SW2: Edna granted the same easement to Lee Waldrop that she granted to Bob Cole. Waldrop
had platted his 1.85 acres as Southwest Development Phase 2 on the same day that Cole platted
his. Waldrop’s easement is recorded at 1109/537. The screenshots below do not show the metes
and bounds description of Waldrop’s 1.85 acres, but the color-coded map accurately shows its
location.
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4.40 acres on the west side of Airway Blvd: John Everett and Michael O’Brien granted runway
access easements to 4.40 acres on the west side of Airway Blvd. Jesse Miller owned the
southernmost 2.0 acres and Ted owned the northernmost 2.40 acres. Richard and Diane Blose
intended to build more hangars on this property after Star Aero acquired it, but Hyde’s
interference and Richard Blose’s untimely death intervened. Hyde has since denied that this land
has the right to access the runway. The deed history suggests otherwise.
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Fischer’s 2.40 acres: 1235/919
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